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Abstract
A 52-year-old male patient attended on 13 July 2022 with the complaints of pain in right ear and voice change for 1 month and cough for 15 days, difficulty in swallowing along with weight loss for same duration of past 1 month. Examination revealed a swelling on the right side of neck over the submandibular region also with cervical lymphadenopathy (level IB). After all evaluation, all biochemical tests were normal, but Fiber optic Laryngoscopy (FOL) revealed right vocal cord palsy, USG of neck revealed right submandibular mass and cervical lymphadenopathy, CT scan of Neck up to Mid-chest revealed no pathology and last but not the least pre-operative FNAC was done and revealed organizing abscess. After that patient underwent excision of the right submandibular mass and removal of few superficial group of lymph nodes. Post-operative histopathology revealed Adenoid Cystic Carcinoma (ACC). Patient presented to us with no complain about submandibular gland or fine needle aspiration cytology (FNAC) also doesn’t indicate about malignancy, but our clinical suspicion was submandibular gland malignancy, that’s why we have decided to publish this case report. After operation Patient was fine till his last follow-up.
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Introduction
Adenoid cystic carcinoma (ACC) of the head and neck is a rare epithelial malignant tumor arising from exocrine glands such as the major and minor salivary glands of paranasal sinuses or the external auditory canal1. ACC was first described by three Frenchmen (Robin, Lorain and Laboulbene) in two articles published in 1853 and 18542. This carcinoma accounts for less than 1% of all head and neck malignancies and approximately 10% of all salivary gland neoplasms3. ACC was described by Conley and Dingman as one of the most biologically destructive and unpredictable tumors of the head and neck4. Though the tumor is slow growing compared to other carcinomas, the long-term prognosis is poor because of its high frequency of local recurrence and distant metastasis5.

It is demonstrated in different studies that facial nerve involvement is a classical finding of the disease6. In our case, there was a good distraction diagnosing the disease only by the biochemical and radiological findings. Even the FNAC and CT-SCAN neck up to mid chest couldn’t possibly was conclusive or give us minimum clue towards the final diagnosis, but the suspicious findings were the right vocal cord palsy, weight loss and the palpation of the tumor was hard and fixed. Nevertheless, this type of case is such of those challenges that proves to not always depend on the investigations and as a literature it will be beneficial for all head neck surgeons to never exclude malignancy from their list until final diagnosis.

Case report
A 52-years-old male patient non-diabetic, normotensive, came with the complaints of right sided earache, voice change, weight loss for 1 month and cough for last 15 days. He had no history of any family cancer or tuberculosis.

On clinical examination, there was a palpable small mass over the right submandibular region approximately about 2.5 cm x 2 cm x 2 cm. It was hard, globular in shape, fixed with underlying structure, free from overlying skin, normal in temperature, well defined margin, and non-tender. On bi-manual digital palpation the gland revealed no evidence of any stone. There were also palpable a few superficial cervical lymph nodes on the right submandibular region on level IB. No other neck nodes were palpable, nor any extra complaints of headache, body ache or any significant clue that could be suspicious for metastasis.

All the biochemical reports like complete blood count (CBC), serum creatinine, chest X-ray P/A
view was normal, ECG and Echocardiography (LVEF 63%) were also normal. So, routine tests for GA fitness were all done and were non-significant. Due to the voice hoarseness, FOL was done and revealed right vocal cord palsy. Being suspicious CT scan of neck up to mid chest suspecting bronchogenic carcinoma was done but surprisingly revealed normal findings. The USG of neck revealed small right sub mandibular mass about 2.6 cm X 2 cm X 2 cm, along with few cervical lymphadenopathies. Finally, FNAC was done from the right sub mandibular swelling, and it revealed a report saying organizing abscess which was very unexpectedly misleading.

After that, as per the next step of treatment plan, patient undergone excision of right submandibular gland mass along with dissection of the palpable small superficial groups of cervical lymph nodes. No significant adhesion was found neither with any major vessels and midline structures. After operation, the specimen was sent for histopathology and was reported as adenoid cystic carcinoma (Figure-1).

**Figure-1: Photomicrograph of Adenoid Cystic Carcinoma (ACC) of salivary gland**

**Discussion**

In research, it has been said that if 5,00,000 people are having cancer per year, 1,200 are ACC among them. Due to peri-neural invasion, pain is a general complaint, so as in our patient too in his right ear. So, pain is never should be uninvestigated properly and completely until the exact cause is found and in ACC although radical neck dissection is advised but not routinely done until and unless there are several neck nodes involvement. In patients with the spread of disease to the cervical lymph nodes, a modified radical neck dissection is the preferred route. However, despite good surgical techniques the median time of local recurrence is five years while distant recurrences oscillate around seven years, with the primary site of distant metastasis lung, followed by brain and bone6,7. Skillful surgery along with a big cuff of normal tissue around the tumor is necessary to prevent recurrence8.

Appropriate oral hygiene maintaining and smoking is discouraged to prevent oral cavity diseases and cancers9. Overall having a good survival rate, no family belonging, and less specific risk factors are the causes of nothing to worry about for this cancer now a day. Salivary gland cancers have a graph of still a high significance in our country as most people are habituate of various tobacco, betel nuts chewing10.

Adenoid cystic carcinomas are type of cancers that can occur apart from the head and neck region, also from glands in the breast, reproductive tract, skin, and trachea, have also been reported11. Commonly it is the most familiar cancer of minor salivary glands, submandibular gland. As in our case it was of submandibular gland, difficult presentation and misleading investigation results can be a suffering to reach the diagnosis easily is the purpose to share this case.

Patients of ACC present with swelling in neck, difficulty in swallowing, hoarseness of voice, occasional fever and most importantly it has peri-neural invasion so that presents with pain or referred pain. Also, if facial nerve gets involved can present with facial palsy, facial pain but rarely. The good things are after surgery the survival rate is 10-20 years6,7, having no specific risk factor or agent although oral hygiene maintenance and smoking avoidance is advised as always to prevent any salivary gland cancers.

On the follow-up visits the patient was stable and referred to oncologist for radiotherapy purpose and further management. As postoperative radiotherapy has been shown to reduce the risk of local recurrence and to avoid the need for radical surgery and many authors would consider this the standard of care12,13.

**Conclusion**

Early diagnosis is important, but the key fact of this case is to understand the misguidance of investigations and Adenoid cystic carcinomas are still a case of interest in our low socio-economic country are not so easily diagnosed with financial limitations of patient and atypical presentations to distract. Our patient was good till the last follow-up.
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